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ABSTRACT 

The European Southern Observatory together with external research Institutes is building a Multi-Conjugate Adaptive 

Optics Demonstrator (MAD) to perform wide field of view adaptive optics correction. The aim of MAD is to 

demonstrate on the sky the feasibility of the MCAO technique and to evaluate all the critical aspects in building such 

kind of instrument in the framework of both the 2
nd

 generation VLT instrumentation and the 100-m Overwhelmingly 

Large Telescope (OWL). 

The MAD module will be installed at one of the VLT unit telescope in Paranal to perform on-sky observations. MAD is 

based on a two deformable mirrors correction system and on two multi-reference wavefront sensors capable to observe 

simultaneously some pre-selected configurations of Natural Guide Stars. MAD is expected to correct up to 2 arcmin 

field of view in K band. 

MAD has just started the integration phase which will be followed up by a long period of testing. In this paper we 

present the final design of MAD with a brief report about the status of the integration. 

Keywords: Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics systems, wavefront sensors, layer oriented MCAO. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO, Beckers 1988 and 1989; Ellerbroek 1994) aims at performing wide field of 

view atmospheric turbulence correction using many Guide Stars (GSs) surrounding the observed target. The light 

coming from the GSs is analyzed through wavefront sensors whose signals are used to reconstruct the atmospheric 

turbulence at the different heights which some deformable mirrors are conjugated to. 

Different approaches for MCAO correction have been proposed in the latest years such as the atmospheric tomography 

(also called Global Reconstruction) both in the zonal (Tallon and Foy, 1990) and in the modal way (Ragazzoni, 

Marchetti and Rigaut 1999) and the Layer Oriented one (Ragazzoni 2000; Ragazzoni, Farinato and Marchetti 2000). 

The modal tomography has been also experimentally verified on the sky (Ragazzoni, Marchetti and Valente 2000). 

These two approaches, in their basic concept, need different wavefront sensors (WFSs) in order to better optimize the 

appropriate atmospheric reconstruction. 

The European Southern Observatory in collaboration with external research institues is building an instrument 

prototype, the MCAO demonstrator (MAD, Marchetti et al. 2003), to prove on the sky the feasibility of the MCAO 

technique using both reconstruction approaches in the view of the future 2
nd

 generation of the VLT instrumentation and 

the 100-meters telescope OWL (Gilmozzi et al. 1998; Dierickx and Gilmozzi 2000). In  particular, MAD is seen as a 

crucial enabling milestone for OWL. 
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MAD will be installed at the Nasmyth focus of a VLT unit telescope and the actual timeline foresees to have the on-sky 

operations for late 2005 using only natural guide stars (NGSs). In this paper we present the design of MAD and the 

actual status of the different subsystems including the turbulence generator MAPS for laboratory characterization. The 

contributions of two external collaborations are described: the Layer Oriented Wavefront Sensor and the high resolution 

large Field of View infrared camera and the atmospheric turbulence generator. 

2. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

MAD is a prototype MCAO system performing wide Field of View (FoV) AO correction over 2 arcmin on the sky by 

using bright (mv < 14) Natural Guide Stars (NGS). 

It is implemented using existing technology and re-using as much as possible key components developed in the scope of 

existing AO systems. 

MAD will be used to investigate two different approaches of MCAO correction with two independent wavefront 

sensing techniques: the Star Oriented MCAO with a Shack-Hartmann WFS (SHWFS) sensing simultaneously 3 NGS 

with 3 SH WFS and the Layer Oriented MCAO with a Layer Oriented Wavefront Sensor (LOWFS) based on a Multi-

Pyramid WFS (Ragazzoni 1996), sensing simultaneously 8 NGS.  The MAD Real-Time computer architecture is 

designed in order to support both reconstruction approaches. 

The MAD correction is based on two deformable mirrors (DM). One mirror is conjugated to the telescope pupil for 

ground layer turbulence correction, the second is conjugated at 8.5 Km above the telescope aperture, enabling a larger 

FoV correction. The MAD MCAO correction is optimized for the K (2.2. m) band for the median Paranal seeing 

conditions and the performance will be evaluated at this wavelength. 

MAD uses a 1 arcmin FoV IR camera, called CAMCAO, to evaluate the correction performance in K Band. During the 

laboratory testing it is foreseen to use the ESO IR Test Camera (ITC) with smaller FoV (17 arcsec). 

For the laboratory testing and tuning of the MAD system, it is planned to install MAPS (Multi Atmospheric Phase 

screens and Stars), a multi-layer turbulence generator, at the input focus of MAD. 

After a long period of laboratory testing MAD will be installed at the Nasmyth focus of one of the VLT unit telescopes. 

3. OPTICAL LAYOUT 

The optical design concept of MAD is provided in Figure 1. The MAD input beam is F/15. A 2 arcmin FoV is de-

rotated by an optical derotator and collimated by a doublet lens to re-image a telescope pupil of 60 mm in diameter. A 

100 mm DM is conjugated at an altitude of 8.5 Km (DM-2) and a 60 mm DM is conjugated to the re-imaged telescope 

pupil (DM-1). A Tip-Tilt Mount (TTM) is supporting the DM-1 for the tip-tilt correction. A dichroic transmits the 

Infrared (IR) light (1 – 2.5 m) toward the IR cameras and reflects the visible light (0.45 - 0.95 m) toward the 

Wavefront Sensor (WFS) path. A lens objective provides a telecentric F/20 input beam to the wavefront sensor. 

Two WFSs are planned to be used with MAD: a Multi Shack-Hartmann (SHWFS) and a Layer Oriented WFS 

(LOWFS).  

The IR beam after passing through the dichroic is folded by a mirror and then focused by a second collimator (copy of 

the first one) to form an F/15 focus at the entrance of the IR camera. A second folding mirror provides to direct the 

focused beam perpendicularly through the bench. The IR camera, located below the bench, is interfaced with an XY 

table for scanning the 2 arcmin FoV  

The turbulence generator MAPS is located in proximity of the input F/15 to inject the turbulence inside the optical train. 

Two AO calibration units are implemented: one at F/15 input focus (Calibration Unit 1) and one at the input of the WFS 

optical path (Calibration Unit 2). These units consist of a set of movable illuminated fibers (see Sect. 4). 
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Figure 1 Optical concept for the ESO MCAO Demonstrator 

4. MECHANICAL LAYOUT 

The opto-mechanical bench (shown in Figure 2) is placed on the Nasmyth platform and supported by legs. The optical 

derotator is a copy of the VLT spectrograph CRIRES one with mirrors adapted to transfer 2 arcmin FoV. The aluminum 

mirrors will be shaped to fit into the optical derotator. The WFS objective is supported by a dedicated structure 

including all the main optics. In the WFS area are located both WFSs. The WFSs are accommodated in order to have 

the focal plane parallel to bench plane. A WFS selecting mirror folds the light to one OR the other WFS (the two WFS 

are not required to work at the same time). A third position of the WFS selector lets the light pass through toward the 

Acquisition camera. The Acquisition camera is used to image the whole 2 arcmin FoV in order to measure the positions 

of the NGSs for an accurate WFSs acquisition. The SHWFS is located on the bench and it is looking upward. The 

LOWFS box is mounted above the SHWFS and it is looking downward. 

The IR camera is located below the bench looking up through a hole in the table. A folding mirror and a collimator 

provide to bend and to focalize the light into the camera. 

The turbulence simulator MAPS is supported by an optical table anchored to the MAD bench with proper support legs. 

The MAPS bench will be removed before the installation of MAD at the telescope. 

Two calibration units are foreseen for MAD. The Calibration Unit 1 is at the F/15 input focus. This Calibration Unit 

consists of 9 visible-IR light illuminated fibers supported by a plate. The plate can be moved to scan the whole 2 arcmin 

FoV to emulate different NGS positions. A third motion along the optical axis will compensate for VLT field curvature. 

The calibration unit is moved out from the FoV during MAD closed loop operations. The Calibration Unit 2 is at the 

WFS path has the same motions and fibers as the previous one and it is located below the table. A collimator provides 

to a collimated the beam that is injected into the WFS objective after the deformable mirrors and before the dichroic. A 

sliding mirror can be inserted in the optical train to feed the WFS objective with this calibration unit. The fibers are 

illuminated by a halogen lamp providing a broad band spectrum illumination from 0.5 to 2.5 m. The uniformity of the 

illumination of the fibers is guaranteed by using an integrating sphere located below the table and feeding both 

calibration units. 
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Figure 2 MAD bench 

5. WAVEFRONT SENSORS 

5.1. Multi Shack-Hartmann WFS 

The Multi SHWFS consists of 3 Shack-Hartmann units (SHU) capable to scan the whole 2 arcmin FoV to pick-up the 

NGSs for the wavefront sensing (see Figure 3). Each SHU is provided with an arm supporting a pick up mirror folding 

the light through the SHU optics, a FoV diaphragm of 2.4 arcsec located at the F/20 focus and doublet lenses that re-

image the telescope pupil on the lenslet array. The lenslet array is an 8 × 8 sub-apertures, 192 m pitch, 3.2 mm focal 

length. Each small lens focuses the NGS light on the WFS camera detector over 8 × 8 pixels, 24 m size (scale 0.3 

arcsec/pixel). Each SHU is mounted on a XY motion scanning the 2 arcmin FoV and the three arms are slightly 

displaced in altitude with respect to the table plane in order to avoid mutual collisions.  

5.2. Layer Oriented WFS 

The LOWFS (see Figure 4) is based on a multi pyramid WFS with eight pyramids to observe simultaneously eight 

NGSs. Each pyramid is supported by a small cylinder containing some re-imaging optics to enlarge the system focal 

ratio by a factor ~10 on the top of the pyramid. The light modulated by the pyramid is then re-imaged through two 

groups of lenses and the pupil image of the observed NGS is created on the plane where the WFS camera detectors are 

located. Between the two groups of lenses a dichroic splits the light toward two WFS cameras slightly displaced along 

the optical axis in order to provide the footprint geometries corresponding to of the conjugation altitudes of the two 

DMs of MAD. 

XY table 

Calibration

Unit

WFS Area 

DM @ 0 Km 

+ TTM 

DM @ 8.5 KmWFS objective 

Dichroic Collimator

Collimator

IR camera

dummy
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Figure 3 Multi SH Wavefront Sensor 

Figure 4 Layer Oriented Wavefront Sensor 

5.3. Detector System 

The MAD detector system consists of 5 WFS cameras (3 for the SHWFS and 2 for the LOWFS) based on the E2V 

CCD39 chip, having 80 × 80 pixel (24 m) and 4 outputs. Each CCD39 chip is included in a Peltier cooler and mounted 

inside a small compact heads (see Figure 5). The CCDs have a flexible cable for connecting with the pre-amplifiers 

allowing easy translation of the full CCD head. 

The CCD39 chips are controlled by a FIERA system (Beletic, Gerdes and Duvarney 1998). For the SHWFS 12 outputs 

will be used simultaneously, for the LOWFS only 8 outputs. For the SHWFS, FIERA will be able to drive the detectors 

simultaneously at the same frame rate while for the LOWFS it is required to run the two detectors at different frame 
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rates. The maximum frame rate required is 400 Hz. The read-out modes are taken from those developed for NAOS. 

FIERA will not drive the two WFS at the same time. 

Figure 5 Left: CCD39 in the Peltier package and mounted on the PCB board. Right: the package mounted in the 

head, with flexible cable for connection to the pre-amplifiers. 

In the SHWFS the useful surface of the detectors is divided in 8 × 8 sub-apertures, 8 × 8 pixels each. The number of 

useful sub-apertures is 52. In the LOWFS the detector conjugated with the ground layer has a fixed binning of 2 × 2 

while the detector conjugated to 8.5 Km has a fixed binning of 4 × 4. Taking into account the difference of the footprint 

size of the 2 arcmin FoV at the two altitudes, for the ground conjugated detector the resulting sub-aperture grid is 8 × 8, 

while for the high altitude conjugated one is 7 x 7. 

5.4. Acquisition Camera 

The Acquisition Camera is based on an ESO New generation Technical CCD (NTCCD, 1024 x 1024, 13 m) coupled 

to a lens objective for the acquisition of the whole 2 arcmin FoV. The resulting scale on the detector is ~0.12 

arcsec/pixel optimal for accurate NGS centroid measurements. The aim of the acquisition camera is to provide the 

WFSs with a precise measurement of the NGSs location for accurate positioning of both the SHU and the pyramids. 

6. DEFORMABLE MIRRORS 

The Deformable Mirror conjugated to the ground is the MACAO SINFONI (Bonnet et al. 2003) bimorph DM, 60mm 

pupil, radial geometry (see Figure 6). The Deformable Mirror conjugated to the altitude of 8.5 Km is the MACAO-

VLTI (Arsenault et al. 2003) bimorph DM, 100mm pupil, radial geometry (see Figure 6). 

The tip-tilt correction is provided by the SINFONI Tip-Tilt supporting the MACAO SINFONI DM. 

          

Figure 6 Geometry of the sub-apertures in the MAD Deformable Mirrors (left) and MCAO-VLTI DM (right) 
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7. REAL-TIME COMPUTER 

The MAD Real-Time Control has been designed to support both the Star Oriented and the Layer Oriented wavefront 

sensing techniques and to implement both the Global and the Local Reconstruction. Even if the Global Reconstruction 

is proper of the Star Oriented mode and the Local Reconstruction is proper of the Layer Oriented mode these WFS 

techniques can be mutually exchanged with respect to the reconstruction approaches by combining numerically (Star 

Oriented) or optically (Layer Oriented) the light of the sensed NGSs. 

The MAD Real-Time Computer Subsystem is organized in three nested control  loops (see Figure 7). The primary 

loop, which is the main loop, where the disturbed wavefront is compensated. It goes from the wavefront sensors to the 

deformable mirrors and it runs between 400 and 500 Hz. The secondary loop, where a portion of the tip-tilt component 

compensated by the DMs is off-loaded at each cycle to the TTM (5 Hz). The tertiary loop where the TTM is out of 

stroke for slow large movements: the control loop computes this slow drift and it makes it available to the MAD OS to 

compensate for it (0.2 Hz). 

In the MAD Real-Time Control Hardware architecture a standard ESO instrument workstation (WS) is used to interface 

to the Local Control Unit (LCU) and hosting the WS components of the MAD Real-Time Control SW. It will run other 

WS components of the MAD system. The supervisory Computer (LCU) is a PowerPC (PPC) 604 mountable in a VME 

rack. It has a RS232 serial link going to the High Voltage Amplifier for housekeeping operations. The Real-Time 

Computer is the Dy4 CHAMP-AV board (see Figure 7), a Quad-G4 board that mounts 4 PowerPC 7410 running at 500 

MHz. The connection between the Real-Time Computer and FIERA is assured by a 32 bit digital I/O board 

Figure 7 Top: Real-Time Computer. Bottom: RTC subsystem loops 
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8. CONTROL ELECTRONICS 

The MAD Control Electronics overview is shown in Figure 8. The main instrument control LCUs are: 

IC LCU 1 to control the optical derotator, the bench motions, the SHWFS motions and the calibration unit 

lamps. 

IC LCU 2 used to control the LOWFS motions 

TCCD LCU used to control the TCCD. 

The FIERA UltraSparc that controls the WFS camera of both WFSs. 

RTC LCU used to control the RTC, the DMs High Voltage Amplifiers, and the TTM. 

The IRACE UltraSparc used to control the CAMCAO and ITC IR cameras. 

    

Figure 8 Left: Real Time control cabinet. Right: Instrument Control Cabinet 

9. OBSERVING AND INSTRUMENT CONTROL SOFTWARE 

The MAD software architecture includes a number of separate subsystems which require both ESO standard software 

and specially developed software. These subsystems are:  

Science Camera The standard IRACE DCS SW and Real Time Display (RTD) from ESO are used with no 

additional development. 

Wavefront Sensor (WFS) Detectors Either two CCDs for the Layer Oriented wavefront sensor or three 

CCDs for the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor read out by a FIERA CCD controller. Only one of the 

wavefront sensors at a time can be connected to FIERA, switching between them requiring manual rewiring. 

The standard FIERA DCS SW and RTD are used with new readout modes developed especially for MAD. 

FIERA LCU 

TTM Controller 

DM Controller

LOWFS

Instrument Control

MAD bench &  SHWFS 

Instrument Control 

Auxiliary Crate 
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Acquisition Camera An ESO’s standard large New TCCD imaging the complete 2’ FoV for visualising and 

refining reference star locations. The standard TCCD DCS SW and RTD are used without modification.

Real-Time Computer The real-time computer acquires wavefront sensor data from the FIERA controller, 

applies the AO control algorithm, drives the corrective optics and provides display facilities for imaging the 

WFS data.

Instrument Control Driving the motorised functions and calibration units, based on the VLT standard 

Instrument Control Software (ICS) “icb”.

Observing Software The software which coordinates the activities of the other MAD subsystems. It is based 

on the VLT standard OS “BOSS”. The OS in turn is driven by MAD specific templates which are scheduled 

by the Broker of Observation Blocks (BOB).

As a technology demonstrator the MAD software will not provide the same level of automation or user support that 

would be provided in a standard VLT instrument. The user of MAD is expected to be an “AO Expert” and for some 

operations it may be necessary for the user to interact directly with the engineering interfaces of the various MAD sub-

systems. 

10. CAMCAO INFRARED CAMERA 

The CAMCAO IR camera is a 1 arcmin FoV camera with pixel scale of 0.028 arcsec/pixel (Nyquist sampling in K 

Band). CAMCAO is used to evaluate the wide FoV MCAO correction of MAD. CAMCAO is based on a 2k × 2k 

Hawaii2 IR detector controlled by a standard IRACE system. 

The camera will have standard IR band filters mounted on a manually positionable filter wheel. CAMCAO is placed in 

F/15 beam after the dichroic and it is provided with a cooled optical system, based only on spherical mirrors, shown in 

Figure 9. In order to optimize the IR detector performance, different cooling systems allowing temperatures lower than 

liquid Nitrogen have been considered. The possible use of Close Cycle cooling or Pulse tube systems is under 

investigation. Field and pupil cold stops are implemented to significantly reduce the infrared background and the stray-

light. 

The CAMCAO optics provide diffraction limited performance down to J Band, but the detector sampling allows only 

diffraction limited imaging in K. 

Figure 9 Left: CAMCAO preliminary design. Right: Hawaii2 detector board 
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11. TURBULENCE GENERATOR MAPS 

The MAPS (Kolb et al. 2004) goal is to emulate a time evolving three-dimensional atmosphere whose induced 

aberrations are injected into MAD. The characteristics of the atmospheric turbulence will be similar to those of the 

Paranal observatory during median seeing conditions.  The evolving atmosphere is reproduced by three rotating 

transmissive plates, called Phase Screens (PS). The surface of the plate is chemically etched in order to create spatially 

varying thickness which causes a phase shift in an electromagnetic wave passing through it. 

A view of MAPS is shown in Figure 10. The Natural Guide Stars (NGS) are emulated by up to 34 visible-IR light 

transmissive fibers. The fiber positions will be changeable to create the desired star configuration in a FoV of 2 arcmin. 

A first group of lenses collimates the light beams from the NGSs and allows the telescope pupil to be created. Three 

PSs are located in the collimated beams to emulate the atmospheric layers at 0, 6 and 8.5 Km. The PSs have different 

turbulence power according to the expected vertical distribution. The evolving atmosphere is emulated by rotating the 

PSs at different speeds according to the wind speed vertical profile. The position of the 8.5 Km PS can be varied up to 

13 Km in order to modify the atmospheric anisoplanatism. The rotating speeds can be adjusted to reproduce a wide 

range of atmospheric correlation times. Moreover the PS are interchangeable in order to emulate a selected range of 

seeing conditions. 

A second group of lenses re-images the artificial NGSs whose wavefront quality is degraded by the PSs. The distorted 

wavefronts are then injected into MAD for MCAO correction. MAPS is used only for laboratory testing 

Figure 10 MAPS otpo-mechanics after integration 

12. ACTUAL STATUS 

MAD is actually in the integration phase. All the optical and mechanical components (but the optical derotator) have 

been manufactured and delivered. 

The optics have been assembled with the related mechanics and tested after the integration was completed. Particular 

care has been taken in measuring the deformation induced on the optical surface by the stresses due to the mechanical 

mounts or by gluing the optical components on their supports. In none of the cases has been required a special 

intervention to fix such problems. All the optics have been tested in the final configuration, that is, completely mounted 

and in the correct orientation. 
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After the installation of the bench and its supporting structure in the ESO laboratory, the main optical sub-assemblies 

have been integrated ans pre-aligned on the MAD bench and the related interfaces have been checked. For alignment 

purposes the two DMs have been substituted with dummy mirrors with interfaces identical to the DM ones. In this case 

frequent replacing and alignment of the DMs will be much faster and easier. The dummy mirrors are coupled with 

diaphragm masks which support special targets for fine alignment of the MAD optical relay. 

The Multi SHWFS has been integrated and pre-aligned. All the interfaces have been checked and the interventions to 

fix small opto-mechanical problems have been completed. Particular care has been given when gluing the lenslet arrays 

on their supports because of the very small dimension of these optical components. Finally the LOWFS supporting 

structure has been mounted on the three SH units and the WFS selecting device has been integrated. We tested all the 

possible configurations of the three SH units verifying that no collisions are possible. 

The calibration units have been integrated and tested for orthogonality and position of the fibers. The last ones have 

been adjusted in depth to fit the VLT field curvature radius, and the reproducibility of their positioning has been 

checked with positive results. 

All the MAD functions have been tested in their basic functionalities: home positioning and reproducibility, positioning 

accuracy and bi-directional repeatability, travel flatness (pitch and yaw). All the functions resulted in specification for 

all the functionalities even if few interventions were required to compensate the excessive departure from the nominal 

flatness due to the bending induced by some mechanical interfaces. A special testing has been performed on the XY 

table for the IR camera scanning. This unit was integrated and loaded with a dummy mass of 70 Kg to emulate the 

weight of the IR camera. Then the travel flatness has been mapped all across the 2 arcmin FoV for evaluating the effect 

of the large load on the linear bearings of the table. The XY table was found within specifications. 

All the components of the MAD CCD system has been manufactured and delivered. The first CCD39 chip has been 

integrated on its head and successfully read using the FIERA controller. Fine tuning of the read-out patterns are running 

for improving the performance in term of noise. The integration of the first CCD head with a SH unit will occur soon in 

the view of the optics alignment. All the hardware of the new TCCD system is in house and running for debugging 

purposes: the delivery of the system is pending the fixation of minor problems related to software interfaces with the old 

system. 

The Deformable Mirrors and the TTM have been delivered time ago. All three systems have been successfully fully 

tested and characterized for their basic functionalities: influence functions and transfer function for the DMs, linearity, 

transfer function and cross coupling for the TTM. 

The Real-Time computer hardware has been delivered time ago. The system functionality has been successfully 

checked and actually the main activity is devoted in implementing the real time software for MAD. Some milestones 

like the communication between the processors and the part related to the control of the High Voltage Amplifier driving 

the DMs have been successfully passed. We tested with success also the pixel acquisition process of the RTC through 

the FIERA controller and the LCU, and displaying the data with the standard RTD. 

All the electronic components have been delivered and most of them are already integrated and fully functional. The 

cabinet including the real-time control electronics (RTC, DM and TTM control, FIERA LCU) has been delivered and 

tested. The cabinet of the Instrument Control (MAD, SHWFS and LOWFS) has been integrated and tested. The routing 

of the cables ahs been fixed and the preparation of the cables is in completion. 

The IC/Observing software has been completed and delivered to ESO for testing. 

The MAPS optics and mechanics have been delivered and integrated. The fabrication of the Phase Screen in proceeding 

and the delivery is expected soon. 

The LOWFS has been fully integrated in all the parts. The delivery is expected soon after the completion of the first 

part of the Preliminary Acceptance in Europe which will take place at the Arcetri Observatory premises. 

The final design of the CAMCAO IR camera is in completion and the Final Design Review is expected soon. ESO 

already tested delivered the full detector system including the Hawaii2 detector with all the related electronics (board 
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and IRACE system). The optics of the camera have been completed (pending acceptance) while the manufacturing of 

the remaining parts is pending the successful outcome of the Final Design Review  

The next milestone for MAD is the optical alignment which is expected to run for 2 months. As soon as the Real-time 

software will be ready, MAD will start with a long period of testing which will end up with the Preliminary Acceptance 

in Europe of the prototype. Then the system will be transferred to Paranal for the installation at the Nasmyth focus of 

one of the VLT unit telescopes. Three runs on the sky will follow and afterward the MAD system will be transferred 

again to the ESO premises in Garching for serving as a test bench for future VLT instrumentation. 
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